This is a note to revisit interesting results of H. Esnault, C. Sabbah, M. Saito and J.-D. Yu on the Kontsevich complexes from the viewpoint of mixed twistor D-modules. We explicitly describe the V -filtration of the mixed twistor D-modules and their relative de Rham complexes, associated to some meromorphic functions. We explain how such descriptions imply the results on the Kontsevich complexes.
Introduction
Let X be a smooth complex projective variety with a morphism f : X −→ P 1 . Put P := f * (∞) as an effective divisor. The reduced divisor is denoted by P red . Let D be a reduced divisor such that P red ⊂ D. Let H be the hypersurface such that D = P red ∪ H and codim X (H ∩ P red ) ≥ 2. We suppose that D is simply normal crossing.
The multiplication of df induces a morphism Ω • f (α), λd + τ df are independent of (λ, τ ) ∈ C 2 .
We set X := P 1 τ × X. Let p i denote the projection of X onto the i-th components. We identify O P 1 (1) with O P 1 ({∞}). The constant function 1 and the coordinate function τ are naturally regarded as sections of O P 1 (1) . We consider the bundles K Thus, we obtain a complex of sheaves K • f (α) on X. We have the stupid filtration F
• of the complex K
• f (α) defined as follows: 
Note that the condition (1) implies that
( In this note, we explain how to deduce Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by using the theory of mixed twistor D-modules in [5] with rather standard computations. In our main theorems (Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.9), we explicitly describe the V -filtration of the R-modules underlying the mixed twistor D-modules and their relative de Rham complexes, associated to some meromorphic functions. In §3.1.8, we shall explain how to deduce Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 from our main results. We shall also use Theorem 3.9 to study the specialization of some mixed twistor D-modules in [6] .
We remark that our argument is based on a generalized Hodge theory and some concrete computations of V -filtrations. So, eventually, it is not completely different from those in [1, 8] . But, because the complexes (Ω • f (α), λd + τ df ) and the bundles K i f seem quite basic, it would be desirable to have many ways to explain the theorems. The author hopes that this note might also be useful to explain how the general theory of twistor D-modules could be applied in the study of a specific example.
Outline of the paper In §2, we give an explicit description of the V -filtration of a D-module and the associated relative de Rham complex. Then, we explain how to deduce a part of Theorem 1.2. Logically, the computations in §2 are contained in those of §3 done for a mixed twistor D-module. But, the author expects that it would be useful to give an explanation in the simpler situation.
In §3, we revisit Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from the viewpoint of mixed twistor D-modules. In §3.1, we explain how the theorems follow from a generalization of the results in §2 in the context of mixed twistor D-modules. In §3.2, we give a description of the V -filtration of a mixed twistor D-module. We need some additional study to check the strictness, which does not appear in the context of D-modules. Then, we establish a description of the associated de Rham complex in §3.3.
Meromorphic flat bundles
We continue to use the notation in §1. We set X (1) := C τ × X. Here, C τ is just an affine line with a coordinate τ . We use the notation D (1) , P (1) , etc., with a similar meaning. We shall consider the meromorphic flat bundle M := O X (1) ( * D (1) ) v with ∇v = v d(τ f ) of rank one, where v denotes a global frame. The corresponding D X (1) -module is also denoted by M. By the isomorphism O X (1) ( * D (1) ) ≃ M; 1 ←→ v, the connection ∇ is identified with the connection
Local coordinate systems
When we study M locally around a point (τ, Q) ∈ D
red , we shall use a holomorphic local coordinate neighbourhood (U, x 1 , . . . , x n ) of Q in X with the following property:
We set k i := 0 (i = ℓ 1 + 1, . . . , ℓ), and the tuple (k i | i = 1, . . . , ℓ) ∈ Z ℓ is denoted by k. For any m ∈ Z ℓ , we set
. In particular, we have f = x −k on U . We set U (1) := C τ × U which is equipped with a coordinate system (τ, x 1 , . . . , x n ).
We have
i v for i = 1, . . . , ℓ, and ∂ i v = 0 for i = ℓ + 1, . . . , n. We also have ∂ τ v = f v. We set δ := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Z ℓ . We have
So, for i = 1, . . . , ℓ 1 , we have
2.2 V -filtration along τ
Let π : X (1) −→ X denote the projection. We naturally regard π * D X as the subalgebra of D X (1) . Let
denote the sheaf of subalgebras generated by τ ∂ τ over π * D X . We shall construct
of M, and we shall prove that the filtration U • M is a V -filtration of M.
Proof The claim is clear outside D (1) . Let (τ 0 , Q) be any point of D (1) . We use a coordinate system as in §2.1.1. Suppose Q ∈ P red . For any m ∈ Z ℓ ≥0 , we have
We have only to check it locally around any point of P
red by using a coordinate system as in §2.1.1. We have
Thus, we are done.
If α ≤ 0, we take the integer n such that 0 ≤ α + n < 1, and we set 
•
Proof We divide the claim into several lemmas.
Lemma 2.4 We have a natural action of
Proof It is enough to prove τ ∂ τ U α M ⊂ U α M. We have only to consider the case 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. We have only to check it locally around any point of P
red . We use a local coordinate system as in §2.1.1. We set
Then, the claim is clear.
Proof They are pseudo-coherent over O X (1) and locally finitely generated over
. So, they are coherent over
Proof Because the support of the sheaf U α M/U <α M is contained in P
red , we have only to check the claim locally around any point of P (1) red by using a coordinate system as in §2.1.1. Let p be as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.
We also have the following equality for any holomorphic function g:
We have the following for any i with k i = 0:
Then, we can easily deduce the claim of the lemma.
Proof We have only to check the claim locally around any point of P
red by using a coordinate system as in
For any section s of U 0 M and any holomorphic function g, we have τ ∂ τ (gs) = τ (∂ τ g) s + g τ ∂ τ s, and τ (∂ τ g)s ∈ τ U <1 (M). Then, we can deduce the claim of the lemma.
Lemma 2.8 We have
We obtain Proposition 2.3 from Lemmas 2.4-2.8.
Primitive expression

Primitive expression for sections of
Let (U, x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a holomorphic coordinate neighbourhood of X as in §2.1.1. We set U (1) := C τ ×U . We set Y := {τ = x 1 = · · · = x ℓ = 0} ⊂ U (1) . We shall consider local sections O X (1) ( * D (1) ) on a small neighbourhood of Y . Any such a section s has the unique Laurent expansion:
Here, h m,j are holomorphic functions on Y . We also have the following unique expression:
Here, h
m,j are holomorphic functions on Y . Indeed, we have h
where S ⊂ Z ℓ × Z ≥0 is a finite subset, and each s m,j is (m, j)-primitive.
We consider the partial order on
. For any T ⊂ Z ℓ , let min(T ) denote the set of minimal elements in T with respect to the partial order. We also use a similar partial order on
• For any m ∈ min π(T ) and any j ∈ Z ≥0 , we have g m,j|Y = 0.
• For any (m, j) ∈ min(T ), we have g m,j|Y = 0.
Proof For any (m, j), we have the Laurent expansion g m,j = n∈Z ℓ ≥0 j∈Z ≥0 g m,j;n,q x n τ q . Here, g m,j;n,q are holomorphic functions on Y . We have
. Hence, we obtain g m,j|Y = 0. If (m, j) ∈ min(T ), the coefficient of x m (τ f ) j is g m,j;0,0 = g m|Y . Hence, we obtain g m,j|Y = 0.
Corollary 2.14 Let s be a non-zero section of O X (1) ( * D (1) ) on a neighbourhood of Y with a primitive expression s = (m,j)∈S g m,j x m (τ f ) j . Then, the following holds:
• The set min π(S) is well defined for s. For any m ∈ min π(S) and any j ∈ Z ≥0 , g m,j|Y is well defined for s.
• The set min(S) is well defined for s. For any (m, j) ∈ min(S), g m,j|Y is well defined for s.
Subsheaf
red . We use a local coordinate system as in §2.1.1. Let p be as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.
, we easily obtain the claim of the lemma.
By the construction, we have
Primitive expression for sections of
We use the notation in §2.3. Proof We have the following expression as an essentially finite sum:
Here, "essentially finite" means that there exists a finite subset
We consider the following claim.
(P a ): If s has an expression as an essentially finite sum s = |n|≤a q,j ∂ n g n,q,j x −δ−p+q (τ f ) j v , then s has a primitive expression s = (m,j)∈S s m,j such that |m − | ≤ a for any m ∈ π(S).
If a = 0, the claim is given by Lemma 2.12. We prove (P a ) by assuming (P a−1 ). Note that if q i > 0, we have
By using (3), s has an expression s = n,q,j
with the following property:
n,q,j = 0 unless |n| ≤ a.
• If |n| = a and g (1) n,q,j = 0, we have {i | n i = 0, q i = 0} = ∅ and g (1) n,q,j|Y = 0.
By applying (P a−1 ) to the lower term |n|<a q,j ∂ n g (1) n,q,j x −δ−p+q (τ f ) j v , we obtain a primitive expression of s as desired.
Suppose that we are given a finite set S ⊂ Z ℓ × Z ≥0 and sections
Lemma 2.19
We have g m,j|Y = 0 for any m ∈ min π(S) and j ∈ Z. We also have g m,j|Y = 0 for any (m, j) ∈ min S.
Proof In general, we have the following for any section g of O X (1) on a neighbourhood of Y :
Hence, we have the following expression:
Take m ∈ min π(S). According to Lemma 2.13, for any p ≥ 0, we have j+k=p C m,j,k g m,j|Y = 0. We obtain g m,j|Y = 0 by an ascending induction on j. Take (m, j) ∈ min S. By Lemma 2.13, we obtain h m,j,0|Y = C m,j,0 g m,j|Y = 0. Hence, we obtain g m,j|Y = 0.
Corollary 2.20 Let s be a section of U α M on a neighbourhood of Y with a primitive expression
• The set min π(S) is well defined for s. For any m ∈ min π(S) and j ∈ Z ≥0 , g m,j|Y is well defined for s.
• The set min S is well defined for s. For any (m, j) ∈ min(S), g m,j|Y is well defined for s.
Quasi-isomorphism of complexes
Statements
We have a natural inclusion of complexes:
We shall prove the following proposition in §2.4.2.
Proposition 2.21
The morphism (4) is a quasi-isomorphism.
. We obtain a complex Ω
• f,τ (α) with the differential given by d + τ df . We have a natural morphism of complexes induced by the correspondence 1 −→ v:
We shall prove the following proposition in §2.4.3.
is a locally free O Cτ -module equipped with a naturally induced logarithmic connection ∇. Any eigenvalue β of Res 0 (∇) is a rational number such that −α ≤ β < −α + 1.
Proof By the construction, it is easy to see that
Although we may finish the proof by applying the functoriality of the V -filtration, let us recall the proof in this easy situation with the argument in §3.2 of [9] .
The multiplication of τ
We have the exact sequence of π * D X -modules:
It induces the following exact sequence of coherent O Cτ -modules:
Suppose that ϕ = 0, and we will deduce a contradiction. For N ≥ 1, the image of
is equal to the image of the multiplication of τ
. Hence, by applying Nakayama's lemma to
, there exists N 0 such that the image of the composite of the following morphisms is non-zero:
is nilpotent. Hence, the eigenvalues of the endomorphism
, the eigenvalues of the endomorphism τ ∂ τ on C are contained in [−α + 1, −α + N 0 [. Hence, the image of (7) is 0, and we arrived at a contradiction, i.e., ϕ = 0. It implies that the multiplication of τ on
is injective. Thus, we obtain that
is locally free at τ = 0. Moreover, we have
, and the eigenvalues of τ ∂ τ are contained in [−α, −α + 1[.
Proof of Proposition 2.21
We have only to check the claim around any point (τ 0 , Q) of D (1) . We use a coordinate system as in §2.1.1. Let p be as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.
Let us consider the case τ 0 = 0. We have
We put H
≤p := ℓ1+1≤i≤p {x i = 0} and H
>p := p<i≤ℓ {x i = 0} on the neighbourhood of (τ 0 , Q). We consider Proof For j ∈ Z ≥0 , we consider the following:
We have the morphisms of sheaves ∂ p :
We can easily check the following by direct computations.
• If j ≥ 1, the induced morphisms of
• The kernel of
Then, the claim of the lemma follows.
By using Lemma 2.24, the following inclusions of the complexes of sheaves are quasi-isomorphisms:
, and
Hence, we are done in the case τ 0 = 0.
Let us consider the case
We consider the following maps
The following lemma is easy to see. 
Lemma 2.26 If j ≥ 1, the following induced morphism of sheaves is an isomorphism:
Proof It is surjective by the construction. Let s be a non-zero section of
≤p . We set
and thus
we arrive at a contradiction. Hence,
Lemma 2.27 The kernel of the following induced morphism is
Proof Let s be a section of U α M ≤p−1 with a primitive expression s = (m,j)∈S s m,j . We set s ′ := mp=0 s m,j and s
, and we arrive at a contradiction. Hence, we have s
By Lemma 2.26 and Lemma 2.27, for 1 ≤ p ≤ ℓ, the inclusions of the complexes
>p := ℓ i=p+1 {x i = 0} on the neighbourhood of (0, Q). We obtain that the following inclusions of the complexes of sheaves are quasi-isomorphisms:
). Hence, Proposition 2.21 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 2.22
We have only to check the claim around any point of P (1) . Let p be as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. For any non-negative integer N , we set
We also set
Proof Let s be a holomorphic function such that (τ f )
The claim of the lemma is reduced to the above.
Lemma 2.29 We have an expression
Proof Let Q be any point of P red . Let U be a neighbourhood of Q in X. Because df /f is a nowhere vanishing section of Ω
. Then, the claim of the lemma follows.
We also have
(log D (1) ) satisfies dω = 0. By the previous argument, we can find a local section τ of
(log D (1) ) such that ω = dτ . By the previous argument, we can find a local section σ of
) . Then, we obtain the claim of Proposition 2.22.
3 The case of mixed twistor D-modules
Mixed twistor D-modules
Wild harmonic bundles
Let E be a product line bundle on X (1) \ P
red with a frame e. The natural holomorphic structure is denoted by ∂ E . The holomorphic line bundle (E, ∂ E ) is equipped with the Higgs field θ = d(τ f ), and the metric h given by h(e, e) = 1. Then, (E, ∂ E , θ, h) is a wild harmonic bundle. It is homogeneous with respect to the S 1 -action on X (1) given by t(τ, Q) = (tτ, Q) and t * e = e, in the sense of [4] .
We set X (1) := C λ × X (1) and P
red := C λ × P
red . Let p :
red denote the projection. Let us recall that a family of λ-flat bundles is associated to a harmonic bundle in this situation. The C ∞ -bundle p −1 E is equipped with the holomorphic structure ∂ 1 given by ∂ 1 p −1 (e) = p −1 (e)·λd τ f . It is also equipped with the family of flat λ-connection D given by Dp −1 (e) = p −1 (e) · d(τ f ) + λd τ f . We set υ := p −1 (e) exp(−λτ f ). It is a holomorphic frame of (p −1 E, ∂ 1 ). We have Dυ = υ d(τ f ). Let E denote the sheaf of holomorphic sections of (p −1 E, ∂ 1 ). Multiplying λ −1 to the (1, 0)-part of D, we obtain the family of flat connections
In terms of υ, it is given by
The bundle p −1 E is naturally S 1 -equivariant with respect to t(λ, τ, Q) = (tλ, tτ, Q), for which we have
f is extended to a meromorphic flat connection
Namely, the derivative in the λ-direction is induced. (See [4] , for example.) In terms of υ, it is given by ∇υ = υd(λ −1 τ f ). The bundle E with D gives an R X (1) \P
(1) red -module, which is also denoted by E. Because D is extended to the meromorphic connection ∇ as mentioned above, E is naturally enhanced to an integrable R X (1) \P
(1) red -module. (See [7] for R-modules and integrable R-modules.)
red ) be given by σ(λ, τ, Q) = (−λ, τ, Q). We have the Hermitian sesqui-linear pairing induced by the metric h:
In this case, it is given by C h (υ, σ * υ) = exp −λ(τ f ) + λ(τ f ) = exp 2 √ −1 Im(λτ f ) . Thus, we obtain an R-triple (E, E, C h ) on X
(1) \ P
red . It is naturally enhanced to an integrable R-triple.
The associated pure twistor D-modules
According to [3] , (E, E, C h ) is uniquely extended to a pure twistor D-module T = (M, M, C) on X (1) of weight 0 with the polarization (id, id) such that (i) the strict support of T is
is identified with (E, E, C h ). Let us describe the R X (1) -module M.
The bundle E is naturally extended to an O X (1) ( * P
red )υ with a meromorphic connection
It naturally induces an integrable R X (1) -module denoted by QE.
Proof We take a projective birational morphism F :
, (iii) the zeroes and the poles of
be the pull back of the harmonic bundle (E, ∂ E , θ, h) by F . Then, it is a good wild harmonic bundle on (X (2) , D (2) ). We have the associated pure twistor D-module
, and that M is strictly S-decomposable. Because the strict support of M is X (1) , a local section of M is 0 if its support is contained in P (1) . Hence, we obtain M ⊂ M( * P
red )υ ⊂ M for some natural number N . By using ð τ υ = f υ, we obtain that υ is a section of M, and hence M ⊃ QE.
The associated mixed twistor D-modules
Recall that H is a hypersurface of X such that D = H ∪ P red and codim(H ∩ P red ) ≥ 2. We set
. We have the localization of T along H (1) in the category of mixed twistor D-modules on X (1) . (See [5] .) It is denoted by T[ * H (1) ]. It consists of an
] with a weight filtration W. We have a natural morphism of R X (1) -triples T −→ T[ * H]. Let us describe the R X ( * τ )-module M[ * H (1) ]( * τ ). We have an R X (1) ( * τ )-module QE( * H (1) )( * τ ). We have an O X (1) ( * τ )-submodule
Let M denote the R X (1) ( * τ )-submodule of QE( * H (1) )( * τ ) generated by QE(H (1) )( * τ ) over R X (1) :
Lemma 3.2 We have a natural isomorphism M[ * H
Proof We have a natural injection M −→ M[ * H (1) ] whose restriction to
Take any locally defined holomorphic function g on U ⊂ X (1) (1) ]( * τ ) = M in QE( * H (1) )( * τ ).
In particular, M is strictly specializable along τ as an R X (1) ( * τ )-module. We shall explicitly describe the V -filtration of M along τ in §3.2.
Push-forward
Let p 2 : X (1) −→ C τ denote the projection. As the cohomology of the push-forward, we obtain R Cτ -triples for
They are mixed twistor D-modules with the induced filtrations W.
is an admissible variation of mixed twistor structure on (C τ , 0). In particular, Proof Note that each Gr
is strict with respect to the V -filtration. Hence, we obtain that
Hodge structure on the nearby cycle sheaf
We consider the C * -action on C λ × C τ given by t(λ, τ ) = (tλ, tτ ). It induces a C * -action on X (1) . The R X (1) -modules M[⋆H (1) ] are C * -equivariant, and the sesqui-linear pairing of M[!H (1) ] and M[ * H (1) ] is equivariant with respect to the S 1 -action. We have induced natural C * -actions on p For a ≤ 0, we have the nearby 1) ] . With the relative monodromy filtration W , it is a mixed twistor structure. We have induced C * -actions on (1) ] is compatible with the S 1 -action. Hence, the mixed twistor structure comes from a mixed Hodge structure.
Let N denote the morphism ψ a p 
De Rham complex
and Ω
. For any π * R X -module B, we naturally have a
By the functoriality of mixed twistor D-modules with respect to the push-forward via projective morphisms, p j 2 † Gr U α M[ * H (1) ] are strict for any α ∈ R. Hence, we obtain the following isomorphism (see the proof of Theorem 3.18 of [7] ):
It is isomorphic to
Quasi-isomorphism
We have the following morphism of sheaves:
We have d + λ −1 τ df 2 = 0. We shall prove the following theorem later in §3.3.
Theorem 3.5 We have a natural quasi-isomorphism
It is equivariant with respect to the C * -action.
Consequences
We shall explain some consequences of Theorem 3.5.
A proof of Theorem 1.
-modules, we obtain that the fiber of K j f (α) at (λ, τ ) is quasi-isomorphic to the j-th hypercohomology group of (Ω • f (α), λd + τ df ) by using a general result on any perfect complexes (Lemma 3.6 below). In particular, the dimension of the hypercohomology groups are independent of (λ, τ ), i.e., Theorem 1.1 holds. 
A proof of Theorem 1.2 Let us prove the property (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.2. The R Cτ -module p j 2 † M[ * H (1) ] is naturally an integrable R Cτ -module, i.e., it is equipped with the action of λ 2 ∂ λ . The action of
* -equivariant with respect to the action t(λ, τ ) = (tλ, tτ ). The meromorphic connection ∇ is equivariant by the construction, and the C * -action on the bundle is equal to the parallel transport by the connection. The induced vector bundle on P 1 is isomorphic to K Let us prove the property (iii) in Theorem 1.
We have 
M[ * H (1) ] . Then, by using the following general lemma, we obtain the property (iii) in Theorem 1.2, i.e., the nilpotent part of the induced morphism of τ ∂ τ is strictly compatible with the filtration F HN .
Lemma 3.7 Let V be a finite dimensional vector space. Suppose that it is equipped with the following:
• A nilpotent endomorphism N on V which preserves the decomposition.
• An increasing filtration F on V such that N F j ⊂ F j+1 .
• We consider the filtration U j (V ) := i≤j V i , and we impose that the induced endomorphism Gr U (N )
on the associated graded space Gr U (V ) is strictly compatible with the induced filtration F Gr
Then, N is strictly compatible with
Proof We shall prove the strict compatibility of N and F on U i by an induction on i. Suppose that N and F are strictly compatible on U i−1 . Let α ∈ F j U i such that there exists γ ∈ U i with N γ = α. 
Then, we can find δ ∈ F j−1 U i−1 such that N δ = α − N β by the hypothesis of the induction, and we are done.
A description of the
We consider the R X (1) ( * τ )-module M given in §3.1.3. It has the global section υ. For a local coordinate system of X around a point of D as in §2.1.1, we have
Hence, for any i with k i = 0, we have
denote the sheaf of subalgebras in R X (1) generated by π * R X and τ ð τ . We shall define
For any real number α, we take the integer n such that 0 ≤ α + n < 1, and we set
We use it in the proof of Theorem 3.9. We shall prove the following theorem in §3.2.3-3.2.7.
Easy property of U • M
We may prove the following lemma by the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 3.10
Outside {τ = 0}, we have U α M = M.
Lemma 3.11 We have a natural action of
Proof We have only to check it around any point of P (1) red by using a coordinate system as in §2.1.1, and the relation (8) . The argument is the same as that in Lemma 2.4.
Proof We have only to prove the claim around any point of P
red by using a coordinate system in §2.1.1. Let p be as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. It is enough to consider the case 0 ≤ α < 1. If α − 1 < β < 0, we have τ U α M ⊂ U β M by the construction. By using the relation τ x −δ−p υ = τ ð τ x k−δ−p υ , we can prove the claim in the case 0 ≤ β < α.
The following lemma is proved as in the case of the D-module (Lemma 2.5).
Lemma 3.13 The
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2.6. Lemma 3.14 For 0 < α < 1, the action of
Proof We have only to check the claim around any point of P
red by using a coordinate system as in §2.1.1. Let p be as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. By using τ ð τ + λα x −δ−p υ = −k
We have the following for i with k i = 0:
The following lemma can be also checked as in the case of the D-module (Lemma 2.7).
red by using a coordinate system as in §2.1.1.
For any section s of U 0 M and any holomorphic function g, we have τ ð τ (gs) = τ (ð τ g) s + g τ ð τ s, and τ (ð τ g)s ∈ τ U <1 ( M). Then, we obtain the claim of the lemma.
We obtain the following from Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.15.
Proof We have only to prove the claim locally around any point of D (1) . By the construction, M ′ := α∈R U α M is an R X (1) ( * τ )-module. By the construction, we have U α M ⊂ M for any α, and hence M ′ ⊂ M.
We have ð
To prove Theorem 3.9, it remains to prove that U α M U <α M are strict for any α, i.e., we need to establish that the multiplication of λ − λ 1 on U α M U <α M is injective for any λ 1 ∈ C. We shall prove it in §3.2.7 after some preparations.
Preliminary
Let (U, x 1 , . . . , x n ) and Y be as in §2.3. (x 1 , . . . , x ℓ ) |x i | < ǫ for some ǫ > 0.
For any section s of O X (1) ( * D (1) ) on N (λ0) , we have the Laurent expansion
where h m,j are holomorphic functions on Y (λ0) . As before, we have the unique expansion of s
where h
m,j are holomorphic functions on Y (λ0) . Indeed, we have h
where S is a finite subset in Z ℓ × Z ≥0 and g m,j are holomorphic functions on N (λ0) with g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) = 0.
We use the partial orders on Z ℓ and Z ℓ × Z ≥0 as in §2.3.1. We can reword Lemma 2.12 and Corollary 2.14 as follows.
Moreover the following claims hold.
• The set min π(S) is well defined for s. For any m ∈ min π(S), g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) is well defined for s.
• The set min(S) is well defined for s. For any (m, j) ∈ min(S), g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) is well defined for s.
We can reword Lemma 2.13.
• For any m ∈ min π(T ) and any j ∈ Z ≥0 , we have g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) = 0.
• For any (m, j) ∈ min(T ), we have g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) = 0.
Primitive expressions
Let P be any effective divisor of X such that P red ⊂ P red . We set P (1) := C τ × P and P (1) := C λ × P (1) . For any non-negative integer N , we set
Let V 0 R X ⊂ R X be generated by λΘ X /C (log D) over O X . We naturally regard π * V 0 R X ⊂ R X (1) . We can check the following lemma as in the case of the D-module (Lemma 2.15).
By the lemma, we have
We have an expression s = n∈Z ℓ ≥0 ð n s n as an essentially finite sum, where s n are sections
for a holomorphic function g on N (λ0) with g |Y (λ 0 ) = 0. 
Proof We give an algorithm to obtain a primitive expression. Let s be any section of U P M on N (λ0) . We have the following expression as an essentially finite sum:
For a ∈ Z ≥0 , we say that an expression (9) has the property (R a ) if the following holds for any (n, q, j) with |n| ≥ a:
• We have g n,q,j = 0 unless {i | n i = 0, q i = 0} = ∅.
• If g n,q,j = 0, then ð n g n,q,j
Take any expression s = n,q,j ð n g n,q,j x −δ−p+q (τ f ) j υ . If a is sufficiently large, the expression has the property (R a ). In general, if q i > 0, we have
Let s = n,q,j ð n g n,q,j x −δ−p+q (τ f ) j υ be an expression with the property (R a ) such that a ≥ 1. Applying (10) and Lemma 3.20 to the terms ð n g n,q,j x −δ−p+q (τ f ) j υ with |n| = a − 1, we can obtain an expression with the property (R a−1 ). We can arrive at an expression with the property (R 0 ), which is a primitive expression of s.
Suppose that we are given a finite set S ⊂ Z ℓ × Z ≥0 and sections of g m,j of O X (1) on N (λ0) for (m, j) ∈ S, Proof In general, we have the following for any section g of O X (1) on N (λ0) :
For m ∈ min π(S) and p ≥ 0, we have j+k=p C m,j,k g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) = 0. We obtain g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) = 0 by an ascending induction on j. For (m, j) ∈ min S, we have C m,j,0 g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) = 0. Thus, the proof of Lemma 3.26 is finished.
Corollary 3.27 Let s be a section of U P M on N (λ0) with a primitive expression
• The set min π(S) is well defined for s. For any m ∈ min π(S) and any j ∈ Z ≥0 , g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) is well defined for s.
• The set min S is well defined for s. For any (m, j) ∈ min(S), g m,j|Y (λ 0 ) is well defined for s.
Variant of primitive expression
Let P 1 be an irreducible component of P red . We have an inclusion U P M ⊂ U P +P1 M. We assume that P 1 = {x 1 = 0} on (U, x 1 , . . . , x n ).
Lemma 3.28
Any section s of U P +P1 M on N (λ0) has an expression as an essentially finite sum
Proof We prepare two procedures which are used to obtain an expression with the desired property.
(A) Suppose that a section s of U P +P1 M on N (λ0) has an expression as an essentially finite sum
Then, by using the relations (11), we obtain an expression of s as an essentially finite sum:
Here, (i) s ′ is a section of U P M, (ii) max |n| g
n = 0 ≤ max |n| g n,j = 0 .
(B) Suppose that we are given a section ð n g(λ, τ, x)x −δ−p x −1 1 υ . By applying Lemma 3.20 and (10), we obtain an expression of ð n g(λ, τ, x)x −δ−p x −1 1 υ as an essentially finite sum:
Here, (i) s ′ is a section of
q = 0, {i | n i = 0, q i = 0} is empty and ð n g (2) q (λ, τ, x
m,j = 0, we have |m| < |n|. Suppose that we have an expression (12) of s such that |n| ≤ a for any (n, j) such that g n,j = 0. By applying (A), we obtain an expression (13). We have |n| ≤ a if g
1 υ , we obtain an expression of s as follows:
1 υ is (q − n, 0)-primitive. Then, we can obtain an expression of s with the desired property by an inductive argument.
Lemma 3.29 Let T 1 be a finite subset in Z ℓ such that m 1 ≤ 0 for any m ∈ T 1 . Suppose that we are given a section s ′ of U P M and holomorphic functions g m (λ, τ, x) (m ∈ T 1 ) on N (λ0) such that the following holds:
Then, g m|Y (λ 0 ) = 0 for any m ∈ min T 1 .
Proof Take a primitive expression of s ′ in U P M:
Here, T 2 be a finite subset of Z ℓ . We set T 2+ := n ∈ T 2 n 1 ≥ 0 and T 2− := n ∈ T 2 n 1 < 0 . For n, we set n ′ − := n − − (1, 0, . . . , 0) and n ′ + := n + + (1, 0, . . . , 0). Then, by using (10), we obtain an expression as follows:
Here, we can observe that ð
n,j|Y (λ 0 ) = 0 for any j ∈ Z ≥0 by using (15), (16) and Lemma 3.26. But, it contradicts with h (1) n,j0(n)+1|Y (λ 0 ) = 0. Hence, we obtain m ∈ T ′ 2− . Then, we obtain min(T 1 ) ⊂ min T 1 ∪ T ′ 2 . Then, we obtain the claim of the lemma by using (15), (16) and Lemma 3.26 again.
Corollary 3.30 Let s be a section of U P +P1 M with an expression as in Lemma 3.28:
Then, the set min(T ) and the functions g n|Y (λ 0 ) (n ∈ min(T )) are well defined for s.
We obtain the following corollary.
Proof We have only to consider the issue locally around any point of P (1) red by using the notation above. Let s be a section of U P +P1 M on N (λ0) . Take an expression (17) of s as in Lemma 3.28. By Corollary 3.30, s is a section of U P M if and only if T = ∅. Then, for any λ 1 ∈ C, the conditions for s and (λ − λ 1 )s are equivalent.
Note that we have τ U P +P ⊂ U P . Proof Note that the condition is independent of the choice of a primitive expression, by Corollary 3.27. Then, the claim is clear.
3.2.7
The end of the proof of Theorem 3.9
Let us finish the proof of Theorem 3.9. It remains to prove that U α M/U <α M is strict for any α ∈ R. We have only to prove the claim locally around any point of D (1) by using a coordinate system as in §2.1.1. It is enough to consider the case 0 ≤ α < 1. Take any λ 0 ∈ C λ . Note that
is effective. Hence, by using Corollary 3.31 successively, we obtain that U 3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.5
Quasi-isomorphisms
We generalize the results in §2.4.1 in the context of mixed twistor D-modules. Let Ω
and
We have an inclusion of complexes:
The following proposition is analogue to Proposition 2.21, which we shall prove in §3.3.2.
Proposition 3.34 The morphism (18) is a quasi-isomorphism.
The correspondence 1 −→ υ induces a natural morphism of complexes:
We obtain the following proposition as in the case of Proposition 2.22, which we shall prove in §3.3.3.
Proposition 3.35 The morphism (19) is a quasi-isomorphism.
We obtain Theorem 3.5 from Proposition 3.34 and Proposition 3.35.
Proof of Proposition 3.34
We essentially repeat the argument in §2.4.2. We have only to check the claim around any point (λ 0 , τ 0 , Q) of D (1) . We use a coordinate system as in §2.1.1. We set D
(1) i := {x i = 0} on the coordinate neighbourhood. Let p be determined by α as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.
Let us consider the case τ 0 = 0. For
For any 0 ≤ α < 1, it is equal to the following in O X (1) ( * D (1) ): We set
F j L ≤p are injective. Indeed, the induced morphism
≤p is the multiplication of (j + 1)λ. By using the case j = 0, we obtain that the kernel of 
Here, a i are induced by the inclusions, and b i are induced by ð j p . By using an explicit description, we can check that a 1 is a monomorphism. As mentioned, b 2 is a monomorphism. By the construction, b 1 is epimorphism. Hence, we obtain that b 1 is an isomorphism, and that a 2 is a monomorphism.
We can deduce the following claims on the morphisms induced by ð p :
• If j ≥ 1, the induced morphisms • The kernel of
Then, the claim of Lemma 3.36 follows.
For ℓ 1 ≤ p ≤ ℓ, we set H 
We have U α M ≤ℓ = U α M and
The following lemma is easy to see. (log D (1) ). Hence, Proposition 3.34 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 3.35
We essentially repeat the argument in §2.4.3. We have only to check the claim around any point of P
red . Let p be determined for α as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. For any non-negative integer N , we set
We set G N M [αP ] (−D (1) ) ⊗ Ω
